INTRODUCTION
Image reconstruction using projections through stochastic tomography techniques for discrete-Inverse Radon Transform (d-IRT) estimation is considered of great importance especially for medical imaging applications. Mathematically, it requires an infinite number of projections to find the exact IRT. The problem is ill-posed and requires techniques that carry out the reverse process of ray-sums or Radon transform. Here, the importance of stochastic processes may be ascribed to the use of lower number of projections and / or in the presence of noise contaminated data. Various medical imaging techniques based on stochastic process, including SPECT and PET, have been investigated in past [1] .
Many researchers worked towards the estimation of d-IRT by using stochastic techniques. Luo and Yagle used stochastic tomography for image reconstruction by developing a Kalman filter based approach [2] . Their proposed technique was claimed to have distinct advantage over FPB based reconstructions for simple cases. For complex shapes, including head phantom, both the approaches produced similar results. Therefore, the use of Kalman filter based approach appears to be limited to the situations involving lower number of harmonics only.
Metroplis et al. used the principle of thermodynamic equilibrium in numerical computation for global optimization [3] . The slow cooling aligns atoms in perfect order and forms a single crystal. The phenomenon by which the atoms loose mobility is termed as simulated annealing (SA) [4, 5] . Recently, Qureshi et al. introduced a hybrid Simulated Annealing (HSA) which has been found effective for parallel-ray tomographic image reconstruction. The candidate solution is randomly evolved and the error minimization is achieved by tuning various SA parameters [6] .
The stochastic technique of Genetic Algorithm (GA), originally developed by Holland, was based on Darwinian theory of biological evolution [7, 8] . Franconi and Jennison proposed a hybrid algorithm for finding the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation of a binary image in Baysian image analysis. They used crossover to merge subsections developed by SA. The partitioning strategy and the use of various deterministic techniques, and the way they may be applied to combine solutions, in place of SA still need to be explored [9] .
Li et al. introduced a multi-objective genetic local search algorithm for projections-based image reconstruction. However, results remain dependent on the subjective choice of weightparameters [10] . Günel and Kent used projections data with a GA based algorithm for the determination of object parameters, including dimensions and attenuation coefficients, with improved signal to noise ratios [11] . Most recently, Qureshi et al. have introduced HCGA technique for the solution of image reconstruction problem. They have used continuous GAs hybridized with inverse Fourier transform for population initialization which has been found more effective in comparison to FBP and SA [12] .
In this work, the image reconstruction has been carried out using Binary Genetic algorithm (BGA) for various sizes and shape complexities. This work critically evaluates fitness functions using BGA for both binary head and lung phantoms [13] . Various fitness functions that have been evaluated include Root-MeanSquared error (RMSE) and Mean-Squared error (MSE).
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
For BGA, templates are created by using FBP technique in which a low-pass-filter is employed in frequency domain for convolution with the image intensities. In transmission tomography, the transmitted intensities for a particular view angle define the projection for that angle. The coordinate system for the model is shown in Fig. 1 . For an object f(x,y), a projection along ( , t) line is called the Radon transform P t of the object for given by [14] :
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In the case of FBP technique, the Radon transform is convolved with a low pass filter w and back-projected estimate is [15] :
Here, Ramachandran-Lakshiminarayan (Ram-Lak) filter has been used for simulation. , ,
where a R is the Radon transform operator.
The discrete form representation of Sinogram D P formed by measured projections using the data acquisition system is given by: Here linear interpolation has been employed to compensate for cases where the ray-sum position R p , indicated by circles, does not coincide with the positions of detector-bins, indicated by squares, in Fig. 1 . More weight of f(x,y) is given to the projection which is closer to R p .
The GAs are based on the triangle of genetic reproduction, evaluation and selection [16] . The BGA cycle is shown in Fig. 2 and its various implementation steps are given below: 
Initialization
The preprocessor has been fed to initialize the population P. The k th string of P is given by:
where l side is the length of side of f IRT (i, j).
Selection
The selection operation provides a means for the chromosomes with better fitness to form the mating pool (MP). A mixed selection scheme has been used consisting of truncation scheme (TS) [17] followed by roulette wheel scheme (RWS) [16, 18, 19] with elitism. The details may be seen in [20] .
Crossover
Conventional crossover (CO) schemes involve exchanging genes to share valuable information between each pair of mating parents. It is generally applied with high value of probability P c . Image-row [12] and Block crossover [9] schemes have been used for this simulation as global optimizers. The region of disturbance in the former CO operator is limited to the end of the image row where as in the later case the region of disturbance consists of diagonally located rectangles in parents.
Mutation
Mutation operator allows changing slightly or completely the allele so that the resulting small variation in fitness induces diversity in the population [21] . Binary mutation operator has been used for this simulation. A random number R No is generated in the range [0, 1]. The gene-bit value is flipped and assigned to the chromosome when R No is less than mutation probability P m . The algorithm for binary mutation is: 
where n is the total number of genes in a string and m is the total number of chromosomes.
Fitness Evaluation
The fitness function F chosen for maximization is based on the error between the computed and measured projections for n views and t b projections as follows:
Various error measures E M that have been used are Root Mean Squared error (RMSE) [22] , Mean Squared error (MSE) [23] , Mean Absolute error (MAE) [24] , Relative Squared error (RSE) [25] , Root Relative Squared error (RRSE) [26] and Relative Absolute error (RAE) [27] . E M for RMSE is given by:
The termination of binary GA is carried out when a fixed number of generations have surpassed or predefined convergence level is achieved.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Six fitness functions have been critically evaluated for binary image reconstruction using BGA. Same set of parameters have been employed as found suitable in [20] . Binary mutation has been used with P m = n -1 where n represents the length of chromosome. The simulation has been based on the average of 10 repetitions for 8 × 8 phantom and 5 repetitions for 64 × 64 size. The results are shown in Table 1 and 2 for head and lung phantoms respectively. Block CO operator has been found relatively more effective than Image-row CO operator for BGA. Image quality has been measured by means of peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and Euclidean error (EE im ) of the reconstructed image [28] . Table 1 shows the minimum number of generations as 32 with MSE and 27 with MAE for 8 × 8 head and lung phantoms respectively. The reconstructed images have indeterminate PSNR and EE im = 0 with best-fit individual fitness F B = 1 showing that they exactly match the original phantoms. RMSE marginally outperforms RSE for 8 × 8 head phantom as shown in Fig. 3(a) but lie in the same -range. Table 1 . Number of generations to achieve convergence for 8 × 8 head and lung phantoms using BGA for various fitness functions with F B = 1, PSNR = and EE im = 0.
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Ref. Phantom Generations
Head 55 [12] Lung 57
Head 55 RMSE [9] Lung 55
Head 57 [12] Lung 60 Head 32 MSE [9] Lung 30
Head 49 [12] Lung 52 Head 41 MAE [9] Lung 27
Head 50 [12] Lung 37 Head 44 RSE [9] Lung 43
Head 80 [12] Lung 85
Head 45 RRSE [9] Lung 44
Head 40 [12] Lung 49
Head 35 RAE [9] Lung 34
Typically, generations G = 5000 have been used for 64 × 64 image size as shown in Table 2 .
RMSE, MSE and RSE behave in a replicate manner as 8 × 8 phantoms.
For 8 × 8 lung phantom, MSE and MAE attained convergence using relatively lesser G whereas for 64 × 64 lung phantom MSE, MAE and RRSE achieved similar image quality although the F B for RRSE was low.
Rapid changes in convergence trends have been observed in Fig. 3(a) , (b) and 4(a), (b) for 8 × 8 head and lung phantoms respectively. This is attributed to the fact that, near convergence, only one good gene-flipping may fully converge it. The starting point for each plot for F B and PSNR is different depending on the preprocessor used for population initialization. A fall in PSNR during initial generations is attributed to the higher probability of improvement in F B .
CONCLUSIONS
The Binary Genetic Algorithm (BGA) based fitness function evaluation has been carried out for parallel-ray transmission tomography employing FBP based population initialization.
The various fitness functions studied include Root Mean Squared error (RMSE), Mean Squared error (MSE), Mean Absolute error (MAE), Relative Squared error (RSE), Root Relative Squared error (RRSE) and Relative Absolute error (RAE). 
